Abstract-Information security plays a major role in case of secured data transmission . In this paper some intelligent techniques have been pointed out regarding effective cipher generation based on SKEY , interlock protocol and SKID . We have also cited cryptosystems based on linear property of propositional operator, the concept of fuzzy logic , optimized function and concept of data mining based on comparison analysis. Various proposed techniques have also been pointed out for shared key evalution in multi-party communication and the areas concerned are shared key generation based on support rule, cent percent confidence rule ,minimal frequent set and sequence mining and feature-based method.
I. INTRODUCTION SKEY is mainly a program for authentication and it is based on a one-way function.
A. Proposed Algorithm 1) Host computes a Bernoulli trial with biased coin for which p= probability of coming 1.q=(1-p =probability of coming 0
Let number of trials be n. Assume n=6, and string=110011. 2) Host sends the string to Alice. 3) Alice modifies its own public key based on that the new public key = previous key + ( binary equivalent of the number of 1's present in the string).
4) Alice creates a Shared Key. 5) Alice modifies the public key along with modification scheme with shared key. 6) Alice then encrypts the string with her private key and sends back to the host along with her name. 7) Host first decrypts public key and accordingly fetches it from database of Alice and computes the result.
8) If match is found, then it performs another level of verification by decrypting the string with new value of Alice's public key.
9) If that also matches, then authentication of Alice is certified. 
B. Mathematical Analysis Encryption
Let us take a super-increasing knapsack sequence, for example {2, 3, 6, 13, 27, 52}, and multiply all of the values by a number n, mod m. The modulus should be a number greater than the sum of all the numbers in the sequence: for example, 105. The multiplier should have no factors in common with the modulus: for example, 31. The normal knapsack sequence would then be 2 * 31 mod 105 = 62 3 * 31 mod 105 = 93 6 * 31 mod 105 = 81 13 * 31 mod 105 = 88 27 * 31 mod 105 = 102 52 * 31 mod 105 = 37
The knapsack would then be {62, 93, 81, 88, 102, 37}. The super-increasing knapsack sequence is the private key. The normal knapsack sequence is the public key.
If the message is 110011 in binary, encryption using the previous knapsack would proceed like this: Message = 110011 corresponds to 62+93+102+37=294 No. of 1's=4, Binary form of 4=100 New Message= Old message + (no. of 1's in binary form)=294 + 100=394
The ciphertext would be 394,4.
Decryption
The super-increasing knapsack is {2, 3, 6, 13, 27, 52}, m is equal to 105, and n is equal to 31. The ciphertext message is 394,4. In this case n-1 is equal to 61, so the ciphertext values must be multiplied by 61 mod 105.
Original Ciphertext=394 -(Binary form of 4)=394 -100= 294 294 * 61 mod 105 = 14 =1+2+5+6, which corresponds to 110011
The recovered plaintext is 110011.
II. INTERLOCK PROTOCOL WITH DATE AS SESSION KEY
A. Proposed Algorithm 1) Alice and Bob generate a session key (let it be based on the date) for sharing. The knapsack would then be {62, 93, 81, 88, 102, 37}. The super-increasing knapsack sequence is the private key. The normal knapsack sequence is the public key. Let the first half of the message be 110011 in binary form encryption using the previous knapsack would proceed like this: 6. Message = 110011 Session Key= 111 Perform ((Message) XOR (Session Key))= ((110011) XOR (111))= 110100 7. Message = 110100 corresponds to 62+93+88=243
The ciphertext would be 243, along with the date (The Date must be given after all the ciphers) i.e. 243, (28.08.08). Decryption 1. The super-increasing knapsack is {2, 3, 6, 13, 27, 52}, m is equal to 105, and n is equal to 31. The ciphertext message is 287,7. In this case n-1 is equal to 61, so the ciphertext values must be multiplied by 61 mod 105. Let the encrypted key will be generated based on each value of x and it will be governed by [{(0.3)1/2 + ((0.5)2 + (0.8)2)} + (0.2/0.6 + 0.6/0.6)] in binary form. It should be noted that dilation= √μA(x), concentration= [μA(x)] 2 , normalization= μA(x)/maxx μA(x).
VI. ENCRYPTION SCHEME BASED ON OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUE
Let the message = m1 = 110101. The values of the possible keys are k1 = 100001, k2 = 110111, k3 = 10010, k4 = 111100.For each key its corresponding optimized value is obtained and the one, whose value is largest, is the ultimate encrypted key. m1 = 110101, k1 = 100001 m1 XOR k1 = k1
1+1+0+1+1+1=5 ; objective_function3 =1+0+0+0+1+0=2 ; objective_function4 = 1+1+1+1+0+0=4.So, objective_function2 is the largest. Hence cipher = m1 XOR (k2 in reverse form) = 110101 XOR 111011 = 001110.
VII. THEORY OF COMPARISON ANALYSIS
Let original message is "MOTHER" For the first alphabet, µvalue = 1/((position of that)+ π /100) Hence its offset value = ceiling of (the product of µvalue and 10)
The weight is given by its position in alphabet string Therefore total_value = offset value * weight From the next character onwards, µvalue_next = 1/(mod value of (position of next-position of previous )+ π /100) Hence total_value is calculated in similar manner. Now, bias value will be equal to total number of characters in the message.
Compute net_value as ( total_value_ first char + total _value_last char)-(bias value) and let it be x (say).
Mode
Operation 0<x <100
Reverse the message 100<x<150 Circular left shift of message by n/2 bits where n= bias value 150<x<200 Circular right shift of message by n/2 bits output wb cipher cn wn c1 w1 c2 w2 ci = offset value, for i = 1 to n, wi = weight , wb = bias value Now, wb= bias value = number of bits in MOTHER= 6 So net_value= accumulated sum of all total_value -wb = (13+75+40+8+20+18)-6 =168. It falls in the range 150<x<200. So, "MOTHER" is circular right shifted by 6/2=3 bit Therefore resultant cipher is "HERMOT". So, it is seen that k 3 is supported by 4 out of 6 sets of shared key. This support of k 3 = 66.6%. Hence shared key of A and B is k 3 . If hacker hacks k 1 , k 2 , k 3 , .. k 6 then by applying error and trial it will get shared key. So concept of automatic variable shared key is proposed.
VIII. SHARED KEY GENERATION BASED ON COMMUNICATION BASED ON SUPPORT
The concept is that shared key = (key having maximum support) XOR (XOR of the values of messages where the support is not available) Hence, k 3 = key having maximum support M 3 , m 5 = messages encrypted without k 3 Therefore, Shared key= k 3 XOR m 3 XOR m 5 This scheme cannot be revealed to the packer. So it will hack k 3 instead of the modified value of shared key.
IX. SHARED KEY GENERATION COMMUNICATION BASED ON CENT PERCENT CONFIDENCE RULE

C. Algorithm
Input: m 1 ,m 2 , m 3 , m 4 , m 5 , m 6 to A k 1 , k 2 , k 3 , k 4 , k 5 , k 6 to A and B Step 1 : A encrypts each of the messages with combination of the keys and sends it to B
Step 2 : B finds the key which has the confidence level of 100% i.e. key 1=> key 2
If key1 exists, then key2 will also exist and hence confidence of key1 => key2 is 100%. Step3 : Shared key is key 1
Step 4 : (Application only for enhancing security level) Shared key = key 1 XOR key-new Where key-new can be obtained such that key-new =>key1 is minimum
SK 6 = (k 1 , k 2 , k 3 , k 6 ) Only k 4 => k 6 has confidence level of 100% So shared key k 4 (upto step3) Association scheme Probability K 1 => k 4 1/ 3 K 2 => k 4 0 K 3 => k 4 1/ 4 K 5 => k 4 1/ 2 K 6 => k 4 2/3 So key-new = k 2 since it has least probability Therefore, Shared key = k 4 XORk 2
X. SHARED KEY EVALUATION BASED ON MINIMAL
FREQUENT SET The minimal frequent set can be formed based on the minimum probability of the combination of items. The shared key is the XOR of the XOR values of each of the pairs of elements of the set.
Message
Encrypted key A. Algorithm
Step 1 : Designate each bit of key as a character.
Step 2
: If the character index value is 1 include it in sequence.
Step 3
: else ignore the value.
Step 4 : Identify the pattern that is decided by the communicating party and fetch the combination.
Step 5 : The shared key for each user will be based on the combined result Step 6 : Repeat the steps 1to5 for other users Step 7 : Final shared key will be based on shared key in combined form of U1/U2/U3 and computation scheme.
B. Analysis
The 
E. Method 3
Communicating parties : U2 and U4 (say) Shared key is based on intersection and it is F.
XII . SHARED KEY USING FEATURE BASED METHOD
Let six messages are to be sent by the sender and those have to be encrypted by combination of one or more keys using some function. XIII. CONCLUSION The papers shows how efficiently a neuro-fuzzy approach can be used for information processing. Also it has been shown how encryption schemes can be generated using SKEY , Interlock protocol , SKID, propositional logic , fuzzy operators , optimization technique. We have also demonstrated how the several data mining techniques can be suitably utilized for multi-party cryptosystem.
